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Critical Materials: Underlying Causes And Sustainable Mitigation Strategies

2019-02-27

this book covers a new frontier of research in critical materials that provides insight in terms of the possible sustainable mitigation strategies the complexity broadness and multi
disciplinarity of the subject by exploring in both systems view and in depth materials view in light of the circular economy this book tackles the problem of sustainable usage of
materials that is closely intertwined with the energy issue and climate change topics covered include geopolitics of materials the energy materials nexus definitions of the criticality
of materials circular product design the development of alternative materials substitution sustainable mining and recycling

Hybrid Materials for Piezoelectric Energy Harvesting and Conversion

2024-04-25

hybrid materials for piezoelectric energy harvesting and conversion power small devices more efficiently and practically with these essential materials piezoelectric energy harvesting
is an increasingly widely deployed technique to generate electricity from mechanical energy reliability ease of use and cleanliness make piezoelectric energy harvesting in small
electronic devices a potentially valuable alternative to the practical challenges and waste production of disposable or even reusable batteries however piezoelectric materials
have their own challenges advantages and limitations and choosing between them is a difficult engineering problem in itself hybrid piezoelectric materials which can be used to
compensate the weaknesses of individual piezoelectric materials like ceramic or polymer are the emerging solution hybrid materials for piezoelectric energy harvesting and conversion
offers a systematic analysis of these hybrid piezoelectric materials and their applications each hybrid piezoelectric material is analyzed for its fundamentals structural requirements
and applications and the result is a significant contribution to materials science and electronic engineering hybrid materials for piezoelectric energy harvesting and conversion readers
will also find comprehensive coverage of piezoelectric materials to provide the best fit for any set of engineering needs detailed discussion of inorganic organic and hybrid piezoelectric
materials surface modification of piezoelectric filler in composite based piezoelectric materials importance of semiconductive and conductive materials in enhancing piezoelectric
response of hybrid piezoelectric materials in depth analysis of bio based hybrid piezoelectric materials hybrid materials for piezoelectric energy harvesting and conversion is ideal for
researchers in materials sciences polymers textiles green and renewable energy and all related fields

Frontiers in Materials Processing, Applications, Research and Technology

2017-11-13

this volume comprises the select proceedings of fimpart 2015 the volume covers advances in major areas of materials research under one umbrella this volume covers all aspects of
materials research processing fabrication structure property evaluation applications of ferrous non ferrous ceramic polymeric materials and composites including biomaterials
materials for energy fuel cells hydrogen storage technologies batteries super capacitors nano materials for energy and structural applications aerospace structural metallic
materials bulk metallic glasses and other advanced materials the book will be useful to researchers students and professional working in areas related to materials innovation and
applications

Designing Bioactive Polymeric Materials For Restorative Dentistry

2020-11-26

restorative biomaterials in dentistry are designed to restore the shape and function of teeth their applicability is related to restorative procedures such as dental restorations
dentures dental implants and endodontic materials designing bioactive polymeric materials for restorative dentistry reviews the current state of the art for restorative
biomaterials and discusses the near future trends in this field the book examines the biomaterials utilized in restorative dental applications bonding composites cements and ceramics
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and assesses the design for these materials and the role of nanotechnology all of the contributors are active clinical dentists and researchers in this field features overviews the
major ongoing research efforts on developing bioactive bonding systems and composites in dental biomaterials focuses on emerging trends in restorative dental biomaterials
incorporates evidence based data on new restorative dental materials throughout the book features extensive references at the end of each chapter to enhance further study mary
anne s melo dds msc phd fadm is an associate professor and division director of operative dentistry at the school of dentistry university of maryland baltimore maryland

Advanced Materials

2021-11-21

this book provides a thorough introduction to the essential topics in modern materials science it brings together the spectrum of materials science topics spanning inorganic and
organic materials nanomaterials biomaterials and alloys within a single cohesive and comprehensive resource synthesis and processing techniques structural and crystallographic
configurations properties classifications process mechanisms applications and related numerical problems are discussed in each chapter end of chapter summaries and problems are
included to deepen and reinforce the reader s comprehension provides a cohesive and comprehensive reference on a wide range of materials and processes in modern materials science
presents material in an engaging manner to encourage innovative practices and perspectives includes chapter summaries and problems at the end of every chapter for reinforcement of
concepts

Brydson's Plastics Materials

2016-09-27

brydson s plastics materials eighth edition provides a comprehensive overview of the commercially available plastics materials that bridge the gap between theory and practice the
book enables scientists to understand the commercial implications of their work and provides engineers with essential theory since the previous edition many developments have taken
place in plastics materials such as the growth in the commercial use of sustainable bioplastics so this book brings the user fully up to date with the latest materials references
units and figures that have all been thoroughly updated the book remains the authoritiative resource for engineers suppliers researchers materials scientists and academics in the field
of polymers including current best practice processing and material selection information and health and safety guidance along with discussions of sustainability and the commercial
importance of various plastics and additives including nanofillers and graphene as property modifiers with a 50 year history as the principal reference in the field of plastics material
and fully updated by an expert team of polymer scientists and engineers this book is essential reading for researchers and practitioners in this field presents a one stop shop for easily
accessible information on plastics materials now updated to include the latest biopolymers high temperature engineering plastics thermoplastic elastomers and more includes
thoroughly revised and reorganised material as contributed by an expert team who make the book relevant to all plastics engineers materials scientists and students of polymers
includes the latest guidance on health safety and sustainability including materials safety data sheets local regulations and a discussion of recycling issues

Packaging Materials and Processing for Food, Pharmaceuticals and Cosmetics

2021-03-31

this book provides valuable information on a range of food packaging topics it serves as a source for students professionals and packaging engineers who need to know more about
the characteristics applications and consequences of different packaging materials in food packaging interactions this book is divided into 13 chapters and focuses on the agro food
cosmetics and pharmaceutical sectors the first four chapters cover traditional packaging materials wood paper and cardboard glass and metal the next two deal respectively with
plastics and laminates biobased materials are then covered followed by a presentation of active and smart packaging some chapters are also dedicated to providing information on
caps and closures as well as auxiliary materials different food packaging methods are presented followed by an investigation into the design and labelling of packaging the book ends
with a chapter presenting information on how the choice of packaging material is dependent on the characteristics of the food products to be packaged
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Conversion of Lignin into Bio-Based Chemicals and Materials

2017-06-05

this book presents an overview of various types of lignin and their unique structures and properties as well as utilizations of crude or modified technical lignin for high value
bioproducts such as lignin based pf resins adhesives epoxy resins pf foams pu foams rubber reinforcement and carbon fibers and as dispersants in drilling fluids in the oil and gas industry
it subsequently discusses various thermal chemical modification techniques pyrolysis direct liquefaction and de polymerization for converting lignin into oils and chemical feedstocks
and the utilization of crude lignin lignin derived oils or depolymerized lignins dls of reduced molecular weights and improved reactivity to produce lignin based pf resins adhesives pf pu
foams and epoxy resins the book will interest and benefit a broad readership graduate students academic researchers industrial researchers and practitioners in various fields of
science and technology chemical engineering biotechnology chemistry material science forestry etc chunbao charles xu phd is currently a professor of chemical engineering and nserc
fpinnovations industrial research chair in forest biorefinery at the university of western ontario canada fatemeh ferdosian phd is currently a postdoctoral fellow at the university
of waterloo canada

Minerals Yearbook

2019-02-15

this volume covering metals and minerals contains chapters on approximately 90 commodities in addition this volume has chapters on mining and quarrying trends and on statistical
surveying methods used by minerals information plus a statistical summary

Information Materials

2016-11-03

this book considers the potential of new smart materials and their use in architecture it begins with an overview of current global tendencies technological demographic and socio
anthropological and their relevance for architectural design expanding upon approaches for flexible design solutions to address change and uncertainty dr kretzer begins by exploring
adaptive architecture and proceeds to introduce the topic of information materials which encompasses smart and functional materials their current usage and their potential for the
creation of future spaces the second chapter provides a comprehensive overview of architectural materials past and present split into the topics natural industrial synthetic
digital and information materials chapter three introduces an educational approach for the mediation of information material usage in design courses and student workshops the final
section provides detailed information on a range of emerging material phenomena including aerogels bioluminescence bio plastics dye sensitized solar cells electroluminescent displays
electroactive polymers soft robotics and thermochromics each section explains its respective history working principles fabrication and potential usage in architecture and design
and provides hands on tutorials on how to self produce these materials and displays class tested experimental installations the book concludes with an outlook into the domain of
synthetic biology and the prospects of a living architecture it is ideal for students of structural materials engineering architecture and urban planning professionals working these
in areas as well as materials science engineering and architecture educators

Handbook of Composites from Renewable Materials, Physico-Chemical and Mechanical Characterization

2017-01-26

the handbook of composites from renewable materials comprises a set of 8 individual volumes that brings an interdisciplinary perspective to accomplish a more detailed understanding
of the interplay between the synthesis structure characterization processing applications and performance of these advanced materials the handbook covers a multitude of natural
polymers reinforcement fillers and biodegradable materials together the 8 volumes total at least 5000 pages and offers a unique publication this 3rd volume of the handbook is
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solely focused on the physico chemical and mechanical characterization of renewable materials some of the important topics include but not limited to structural and
biodegradation characterization of supramolecular pcl hap nano composites different characterization of solid bio fillers based agricultural waste material poly ethylene
terephthalate reinforced with hemp fibers poly lactic acid thermoplastic composites from renewable materials chitosan based composite materials fabrication and characterization
the use of flax fiber reinforced polymer ffrp composites in the externally reinforced structures for seismic retrofitting monitored by transient thermography and optical techniques
recycling and reuse of fiber reinforced polymer wastes in concrete composite materials analysis of damage in hybrid composites subjected to ballistic impacts biofiber reinforced
acrylated epoxidized soybean oil aeso biocomposites biopolyamides and high performance natural fiber reinforced biocomposites impact of recycling on the mechanical and thermo
mechanical properties of wood fiber based hdpe and pla composites lignocellulosic fibers composites an overview biodiesel derived raw glycerol to value added products thermo
mechanical characterization of sustainable structural composites novel ph sensitive composite hydrogel based on functionalized starch clay for the controlled release of
amoxicillin preparation and characterization of biobased thermoset polymers from renewable resources influence of natural fillers size and shape into mechanical and barrier
properties of biocomposites composite of biodegradable polymer blends of pcl plla and coconut fiber the effects of ionizing radiation packaging composite materials from renewable
resources physicochemical properties of ash based geopolymer concrete a biopolymer derived from castor oil polyurethane natural polymer based biomaterials physical and
mechanical properties of polymer membranes from renewable resources

The Complete Guide to the Theory and Practice of Materials Development for Language Learning

2017-07-17

the complete guide to the theory and practice of materials development for language learning provides undergraduate and graduate level students in applied linguistics and tesol
researchers materials developers and teachers with everything they need to know about the latest theory and practice of language learning materials development for all media the
past two decades have seen historic change in the field of language learning materials development the four main drivers of that change include a shift in emphasis from materials for
language teaching to language learning evidenced based development the huge increase in digital delivery technologies and the wedding of materials developed for the learning of english
with those for other second or foreign languages timely authoritative and global in scope this text represents the ideal resource for all those studying and working in the field of
language learning

Designing with Natural Materials

2018-09-03

in a world now forced to address the issues of sustainability environmental impact and the widespread pollution of land and oceans with manmade materials alternative resources
must be considered for the future of the planet a vast array of natural materials is available throughout the world with properties that are often superior to the man made
alternatives designing with natural materials fills the gap between the current scientific knowledge of the use of natural materials and product design and acts as a bridge between
the two disciplines the book serves as an introduction to natural materials within the context of design the chapters include case studies research and a historical perspective it
develops ideas of designing with natural materials in specific areas and looks to the future of new biobased materials and how these will influence design the work offers insight to
designers of biobased materials across a range of different design disciplines while also providing insights to scientists on the process of design production and the needs of a material
beyond those traditionally analyzed in the laboratory the final chapters touch on the use of bioinspiration and biomimicry in the development and use of biobased materials and how
natural design will influence both material design and products in the future the book will be of interest to engineers scientific researchers professional designers students those
working in industry who are considering using natural materials as an alternative to current unsustainable options and anyone who has an interest in the subject

Fifty Materials That Make the World

2018-06-21
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this book introduces materials and how advances in materials result in advances in technology and our daily lives each chapter covers a particular material how the material was
discovered or invented when it was first used how this material has impacted the world what makes the material important how it is used today and future applications the list of
materials covered in this book includes stone wood natural fibers metals clay lead iron steel silicon glass rubber composites polyethylene rare earth magnet and alloys

ESD Products and Materials

2010-03-18

materials and products designed to lessen the impact of static electricity represent a relatively mature market but one in which new opportunities are beginning to emerge on the
demand side increased miniaturization of pcbs and hard drives coupled with ever smaller devices on computer chips will increase the threats of damage and costs caused by static
electricity we believe that this will provide the esd products and coatings market with growth for years to come antistatic concerns are also growing at both the manufacturing
and packaging levels at the same time technological improvements in esd coatings are to be expected especially in the vibrant areas of nanomaterials and conductive polymers in this
report nanomarkets will identify and quantify the new opportunities in esd products and materials that are emerging as a result of the increased antistatic concerns discussed above
this report is a follow on report from the well received industry analysis on antistatic coatings that nanomarkets carried out for its conductive coatings market study published
last year in this report we extend the coverage across the entire esd antistatic product and material value chain to include not just basic materials but also laminates films and
other materials as well higher value products such as bags garments and flooring

Encyclopedia of Renewable and Sustainable Materials

2020-01-09

encyclopedia of renewable and sustainable materials five volume set provides a comprehensive overview covering research and development on all aspects of renewable recyclable and
sustainable materials the use of renewable and sustainable materials in building construction the automotive sector energy textiles and others can create markets for agricultural
products and additional revenue streams for farmers as well as significantly reduce carbon dioxide co2 emissions manufacturing energy requirements manufacturing costs and waste
this book provides researchers students and professionals in materials science and engineering with tactics and information as they face increasingly complex challenges around the
development selection and use of construction and manufacturing materials covers a broad range of topics not available elsewhere in one resource arranged thematically for ease
of navigation discusses key features on processing use application and the environmental benefits of renewable and sustainable materials contains a special focus on sustainability
that will lead to the reduction of carbon emissions and enhance protection of the natural environment with regard to sustainable materials

Smart Materials: Integrated Design, Engineering Approaches, and Potential Applications

2018-07-18

polymer based smart materials have become attractive in recent years due to the fact that polymers are flexible and provide many advantages compared to inorganic smart materials
they are low cost they are easy to process and they exhibit good performance at nano and microscale levels this volume focuses on a different class of polymers that are used as
smart materials in the areas of biotechnology medicine and engineering the volume aims to answer these questions how do we distinguish smart materials and how do they work the
chapters lay the groundwork for assimilation and exploitation of this technological advancement four of the key aspects of the approach that the authors have developed
throughout this book are highlighted namely the multidisciplinary exchange of knowledge exploration of the relationships between multiple scales and their different behaviors
understanding that material properties are dictated at the smallest scale and therefore the recognition that macroscale behavior can be controlled by nanoscale design
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Modern Production: Materials Synthesis, Processing and Application

2022-12-15

special topic volume with invited peer reviewed papers only

Ten Materials That Shaped Our World

2021-06-30

this book examines ten materials flint clay iron gold glass cement rubber polyethylene aluminum and silicon explaining how they formed how we discovered them why they have the
properties they do and how they have transformed our lives since the dawn of the stone age we have shaped materials to meet our needs and in turn those materials have shaped us the
fracturing of flint created sharp curved surfaces that gave our ancestors an evolutionary edge molding clay and then baking it in the sun produced a means of recording the written
word and exemplified human artistic imagination as our ability to control heat improved earthenware became stoneware and eventually porcelain the most prized ceramic of all iron
cast at high temperatures formed the components needed for steam engines locomotives and power looms the tools of the industrial revolution gold has captivated humans for
thousands of years and has recently found important uses in biology medicine and nanotechnology glass shaped into early and imperfect lenses not only revealed the microscopic
world of cells and crystals but also allowed us to discover stars and planets beyond those visible with the naked eye silicon revolutionized the computer propelling us into the
information age and with it our interconnected social networks the internet of things and artificial intelligence written by a materials scientist this book explores not just why but
also how certain materials came to be so fundamental to human society this enlightening study captivates anyone interested in learning more about the history of humankind our
ingenuity and the materials that have shaped our world

Frontiers of Composite Materials III

2019-04-15

3rd international conference on frontiers of composite materials 3rd icfcm 2018 selected peer reviewed papers from the 3rd international conference on frontiers of composite
materials icfcm 2018 november 16 18 2018 sydney australia

The Lightest Metals

2015-11-16

the first seven metals in the periodic table are lithium beryllium sodium magnesium aluminium potassium and calcium known collectively as the lightest metals the growing uses of
these seven elements are enmeshing them ever more firmly into critical areas of 21st century technology including energy storage catalysis and various applications of nanoscience
this volume provides comprehensive coverage of the fundamentals and recent advances in the science and technology of the lightest metals opening chapters of the book describe major
physical and chemical properties of the metals their occurrence and issues of long term availability the book goes on to disucss a broad range of chemical features including low
oxidation state chemistry organometallics metal centered nmr spectroscopy and cation π interactions current and emerging applications of the metals are presented including lithium
ion battery technology hydrogen storage chemistry superconductor materials transparent ceramics nano enhanced catalysis and research into photosynthesis and
photoelectrochemical cells the content from this book will be added online to the encyclopedia of inorganic and bioinorganic chemistry wileyonlinelibrary com ref eibc
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International Disputes and Cultural Ideas in the Canadian Arctic

2017-08-22

this book explores the canadian relationship with its portion of the arctic region which revolves around the dramatic split between the appearance of absent minded governance
bordering on indifference toward the region and the raging nationalism during moments of actual and perceived challenge toward the sovereignty of the imagined canadian arctic region
canada s nationalistic relationship with the arctic region is often discussed as a reactionary phenomenon to the americanization of canada and the product of government
propaganda as this book illustrates however the complexity and evolution of the canadian relationship with the arctic region and its implication for canada s approach toward
international relations requires a more in depth exploration please be aware than an error has been noted for table 1 1 on page 71 in this table the sub category inuit is mislabelled it
should read native indians and inuit as the data presented represents this canadian census sub category which calculated all indigenous peoples and inuit peoples together

Bioceramic Coatings for Medical Implants

2015-05-26

reflecting the progress in recent years this book provides in depth information on the preparation chemistry and engineering of bioceramic coatings for medical implants it is authored by
two renowned experts with over 30 years of experience in industry and academia who know the potentials and pitfalls of the techniques concerned following an introduction to the
principles of biocompatibility they present the structures and properties of various bioceramics from alumina to zirconia the main part of the work focuses on coating technologies
such as chemical vapor deposition sol gel deposition and thermal spraying there then follows a discussion of the major interactions of bioceramics with bone or tissue cells
complemented by an overview of the in vitro testing methods of the biomineralization properties of bioceramics the text is rounded off by chapters on the functionalization of
bioceramic coatings and a look at future trends as a result the authors bring together all aspects of the latest techniques for designing depositing testing and implementing improved
and novel bioceramic coating compositions providing a full yet concise overview for beginners and professionals

Raw Materials Substitution Sustainability

2017-07-27

this book is the first to propose a simplified quantitative approach to evaluating raw materials substitution sustainability which takes into account their embodied energy and co2
footprint in addition to the new quantitative model it also presents qualitative concepts as well as a number of case studies and includes helpful illustrations to explain the
concept and approach europe has launched several initiatives to promote research and innovation in raw materials and to find candidates for natural resources substitution
however while there is a tremendous interest in raw material substitution the lack of a simplified approach to comparing the materials sustainability and effective legal frameworks
make final market applications extremely challenging the market for new raw materials can only be established if industrial sectors are appropriately sensitized and stimulated
addressing these and other issues the book offers a valuable resource not only for scientists researchers and politicians but also for industrial and business operators looking for a
way to evaluate raw materials substitution sustainability

Advanced Materials Innovation

2016-09-01

through detailed case studies of the most important advanced material creations of the latter 20th and early 21st century the author explores the role of the field of advanced
materials in the technological and economic activity today with implications to the innovation process in general a comprehensive study that encompasses the three major categories
of advanced material technologies i e structural materials metals and polymers functional materials transistor microchip and semiconductor laser and hybrid and new forms of
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matter liquid crystals and nanomaterials extensive use of primary sources including unpublished interviews with the scientists engineers and entrepreneurs on the front lines of
advanced materials creation original approach to case study narrative emphasizing interaction between the advanced material process perceived risk and directing and accelerating
breakthrough technology

Industry 4.0 Vision for the Supply of Energy and Materials

2022-05-11

industry 4 0 vision for the supply of energy and materials explore the impact of industry 4 0 technologies on the supply chain with this authoritative text written by a leader in his
field in industry 4 0 vision for the supply of energy and materials distinguished researcher and editor dr mahdi sharifzadeh delivers thematic analytic and applied discussions of the
industry 4 0 vision for supply chain design and operation the book compiles all current aspects and emerging notions of industry 4 0 into clusters of enablers and analytics of
supply chain 4 0 their multifaceted and highly interconnected nature is discussed at length as are their diverse range of applications you will discover uses of these new technologies
ranging from the supply of conventional energy networks to renewables pharmaceuticals and additive manufacturing you will also learn about their implications for economic
prosperity and environmental sustainability for each sector this book scrutinizes current industrial practice and discusses developing concepts finally the book concludes with
potential future research directions of interest to industry practitioners and academics alike readers will also benefit from the inclusion of a thorough introduction to connectivity
through wireless communications and remote sensors an exploration of blockchains and smart contracts as well as robotics and automation and cloud computing practical
discussions of supply chain analytics including big data machine learning and artificial intelligence as well as supply chain modeling optimization and control a concise treatment of
industry 4 0 applications in supply chain design and operation including the circular economy and the power industry an analysis of the oil gas and petrochemical industry the
pharmaceutical industry and additive manufacturing perfect for phd level and postdoctoral researchers and industrial researchers industry 4 0 vision for the supply of energy and
materials will also earn a place in the libraries of working professionals with an interest in the quantitative analysis of supply chain 4 0 concepts and techniques

Lightweight and Sustainable Materials for Automotive Applications

2017-06-01

automotive manufacturers are required to decrease co2 emissions and increase fuel economy while assuring driver comfort and safety in recent years there has been rapid development
in the application of lightweight and sustainable materials in the automotive industry to help meet these criteria this book provides critical reviews and the latest research results
of various lightweight and sustainable materials in automotive applications it discusses current applications and future trends of lightweight materials in the automotive area
while there are a few books published mainly focusing on automotive applications of metallic lightweight materials to date there is no available book focusing on a broad spectrum
of lightweight materials including metal plastic composites bio fiber bio polymer carbon fiber glass fiber nanomaterials rubber materials and foaming materials as this work does the
book also includes case studies of commercial lightweight automotive parts from sustainable lightweight materials providing an invaluable resource to those involved in this in
demand research and commercialization area

Nano and Biotech Based Materials for Energy Building Efficiency

2016-02-04

this book presents the current state of knowledge on nanomaterials and their use in buildings ranging from glazing and vacuum insulation to pcm composites it also discusses recent
applications in organic photovoltaics photo bioreactors bioplastics and foams making it an exciting read while also providing copious references to current research and
applications for those wanting to pursue possible future research directions derek clements croome emeritus professor in architectural engineering university of reading from the
foreword demonstrating how higher energy efficiency in new and existing buildings can help reduce global greenhouse gas emissions this book details the way in which new technologies
manufacturing processes and products can serve to abate emissions from the energy sector and offer a cost effective means of improving competitiveness and drive employment
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maximizing reader insights into how nano and biotech materials such as aerogel based plasters thermochromic glazings and thermal energy adsorbing glass amongst others can provide
high energy efficiency performance in buildings it provides practitioners in the field with an important high tech tool to tackle key challenges and is essential reading for civil engineers
architects materials scientists and researchers in the area of the sustainability of the built environment

Electrode Materials for Energy Storage and Conversion

2021-11-17

this book provides a comprehensive overview of the latest developments and materials used in electrochemical energy storage and conversion devices including lithium ion batteries
sodium ion batteries zinc ion batteries supercapacitors and conversion materials for solar and fuel cells chapters introduce the technologies behind each material in addition to the
fundamental principles of the devices and their wider impact and contribution to the field this book will be an ideal reference for researchers and individuals working in industries based
on energy storage and conversion technologies across physics chemistry and engineering features edited by established authorities with chapter contributions from subject area
specialists provides a comprehensive review of the field up to date with the latest developments and research editors dr mesfin a kebede obtained his phd in metallurgical engineering
from inha university south korea he is now a principal research scientist at energy centre of council for scientific and industrial research csir south africa he was previously an
assistant professor in the department of applied physics and materials science at hawassa university ethiopia his extensive research experience covers the use of electrode materials
for energy storage and energy conversion prof fabian i ezema is a professor at the university of nigeria nsukka he obtained his phd in physics and astronomy from university of nigeria
nsukka his research focuses on several areas of materials science with an emphasis on energy applications specifically electrode materials for energy conversion and storage

Tin Oxide Materials

2019-10-05

tin oxide materials synthesis properties and applications discusses the latest in metal oxides an emerging area in electronic materials as more is learned about this important
materials system more functionalities and applications have been revealed this key reference on the topic covers important material that is ideal for materials scientists materials
engineers and materials chemists who have been introduced to metal oxides as a general category of materials but want to take the next step and learn more about a specific material
provides a complete resource on tin oxide materials systems including in depth discussions of properties their synthesis modelling methods and applications presents information on the
well investigated sno2 but also includes discussions on its emerging stoichiometries such as sno and sn3o4 includes the most relevant applications in varistors sensing devices fuel
cells transistors biological studies and much more

Materials Selection for Natural Fiber Composites

2017-06-09

materials selection for natural fiber composites covers the use of various tools and techniques that can be applied for natural fiber composite selection to expand the sustainable
design possibilities and support cleaner production requirements these techniques include the analytical hierarchy process knowledge based system java based materials selection
system artificial neural network pugh selection method and the digital logic technique information on related topics such as materials selection and design natural fiber composites
and materials selection for composites are discussed to provide background information to the main topic current developments in selecting the natural fiber composite material
system including the natural fiber composites and their constituents fibers and polymers is the main core of the book with in detailed sections on various technical environmental and
economic issues to enhance both environmental indices and the industrial sustainability theme recent developments on the analytical hierarchy process in natural fiber composite
materials selection materials selection for natural fiber composites and knowledge based system for natural fiber composite materials selection are also discussed focuses on
materials selection for natural fiber composites covers potential tools and techniques such as analytical hierarchy process knowledge based systems java based materials
selection system artificial neural network the pugh selection method and digital logic technique contains contributions from leading experts in the field
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Handbook of Silicon Based MEMS Materials and Technologies

2020-04-17

handbook of silicon based mems materials and technologies third edition is a comprehensive guide to mems materials technologies and manufacturing with a particular emphasis on
silicon as the most important starting material used in mems the book explains the fundamentals properties mechanical electrostatic optical etc materials selection preparation
modeling manufacturing processing system integration measurement and materials characterization techniques of mems structures the third edition of this book provides an important
up to date overview of the current and emerging technologies in mems making it a key reference for mems professionals engineers and researchers alike and at the same time an essential
education material for undergraduate and graduate students provides comprehensive overview of leading edge mems manufacturing technologies through the supply chain from silicon
ingot growth to device fabrication and integration with sensor actuator controlling circuits explains the properties manufacturing processing measuring and modeling methods of
mems structures reviews the current and future options for hermetic encapsulation and introduces how to utilize wafer level packaging and 3d integration technologies for package
cost reduction and performance improvements geared towards practical applications presenting several modern mems devices including inertial sensors microphones pressure sensors
and micromirrors

Waste and Byproducts in Cement-Based Materials

2021-06-03

waste and by products in cement based materials innovative sustainable materials for a circular economy covers various recycled materials by products and wastes that are
suitable for the manufacture of materials within the spectrum of so called cement based materials cbm sections cover wastes for replacement of aggregates in cbm focus on the
application of wastes for the replacement of clinker and mineral additions in the manufacture of binders discuss the optimization process surrounding the manufacture of recycled
concrete and mortars multi recycling advanced radiological studies optimization of self compacting concrete rheology properties corrosion prevention and more final sections
includes a review of real scale applications that have been made in recent years of cement based materials in roads railway superstructures buildings and civil works among others as
well as a proposal of new regulations to promote the use of waste in the manufacture of cbm favors the institution of the circular economy in the construction industry by
eliminating the barriers that currently prevent industrial waste from being valorized by its inclusion in cbm design features an in depth exploration of the strengths and weaknesses of
new raw materials and their application to cbms features real scale applications that have been made in recent years of cement based materials in roads railway superstructures
buildings and civil works among others presents current state of the art and future prospects for the use of industrial waste in cbms

Materials for Medical Applications

2023-09-22

this book discusses advanced knowledge about the synthesis and application of materials in the medical field for diagnostic and therapeutic conditions these materials have been
extensively used in various biological and medical applications especially in drug delivery tumor screening bioimaging diagnosis and therapies materials for medical applications
provides comprehensive but concise information about materials and their medical applications the readers will get information about the trends in materials and their medical
applications as well as current material based products that are used in the medical field the book has 11 chapters where shapes sizes and structural differences of materials and
methods of synthesis have been described and a few chapters are also dedicated to the characterization of materials and their medical applications the book also discusses how
materials are tested in research laboratories preclinical animal trials and clinical human trials and how material based products go through various regulatory and safety phases
before reaching patients it also discusses topics such as materials delivery imaging and treatments for various diseases it includes a chapter dedicated to regulatory guidelines and
policies in the application of nanomaterials and will include current clinical trial information on the materials finally the book has topics such as health safety toxicity dosages
and long term implications of materials this book is intended for researchers material scientists and students in bioengineering biomedical engineering and biopharmaceuticals working on
the development of biomaterials
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Lightweight Polymer Composite Structures

2020-09-01

this book provides a comprehensive account of developments in the area of lightweight polymer composites it encompasses design and manufacturing methods for the lightweight
polymer structures various techniques and a broad spectrum of applications the book highlights fundamental research in lightweight polymer structures and integrates various
aspects from synthesis to applications of these materials features serves as a one stop reference with contributions from leading researchers from industry academy government and
private research institutions across the globe explores all important aspects of lightweight polymer composite structures offers an update of concepts advancements challenges
and application of lightweight structures current status trends future directions and opportunities are discussed making it friendly for both new and experienced researchers

Solid Waste Recycling and Processing

2013-11-18

solid waste recycling and processing second edition provides best practice guidance to solid waste managers and recycling coordinators the book covers all aspects of solid waste
processing volume reduction and recycling encompassing typical recyclable materials paper plastics cans and organics construction and demolition debris electronics and more it
includes techniques technologies and programs to help maximize customer participation rates and revenues as well as to minimize operating costs the book is packed with lessons
learned by the author during the implementation of the most successful programs worldwide and includes numerous case studies showing how different systems work in different
settings this book also takes on industry debates such as the merits of curbside sort versus single stream recycling and the use of advanced technology in materials recovery
facilities it provides key facts and figures and brief summaries of legislation in the united states europe and asia an extensive glossary demystifies the terminology and acronyms used
in different sectors and geographies the author also explains emerging concepts in recycling such as zero waste sustainability leed certification and pay as you throw and places
waste management and recycling in wider economic environmental sustainability political and societal contexts covers single and mixed waste streams evaluates the technologies
and tradeoffs of recycling of materials vs integrated solutions including combustion and other transformational options covers recycling as part of the bigger picture of solid
waste management processing and disposal

Handbook of Composites from Renewable Materials, Structure and Chemistry

2016-12-30

the handbook of composites from renewable materials comprises a set of 8 individual volumes that brings an interdisciplinary perspective to accomplish a more detailed understanding
of the interplay between the synthesis structure characterization processing applications and performance of these advanced materials the handbook covers a multitude of natural
polymers reinforcement fillers and biodegradable materials together the 8 volumes total at least 5000 pages and offers a unique publication volume 1 is solely focused on the
structure and chemistry of renewable materials some of the important topics include but not limited to carbon fibers from sustainable resources polylactic acid composites and
composite foams based on natural fibres composites materials from other than cellulosic resources microcrystalline cellulose and related polymer composites tannin based foam
renewable feedstock vanillin derived polymer and composites silk biocomposites bio derived adhesives and matrix polymers biomass based formaldehyde free bio resin isolation and
characterization of water soluble polysaccharide bio based fillers keratin based materials in biotechnology structure of proteins adsorbed onto bioactive glasses for sustainable
composite effect of filler properties on the antioxidant response of starch composites composite of chitosan and its derivate magnetic biochar from discarded agricultural biomass
biodegradable polymers for protein and peptide conjugation polyurethanes and polyurethane composites from bio based recycled components
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Materials for Energy Storage

2024-07-26

materials for energy storage offers a combinatorial understanding of materials science and electrochemistry in electrochemical energy storage devices with a holistic overview of
the status research gaps and future opportunities rooted in a profound understanding of contemporary energy utilization aligned with the sustainable development goals this book
delves deep into the several device chemistries impact of nanomaterials and critical factors related to the device performance it discusses electrode electrolyte interaction device
fabrication and commercial aspects this book will offer value to the graduate and postgraduate students researchers and industry professionals related to materials science and
energy technology

Voids in Materials

2020-11-30

all materials have voids in them at some scale sometimes the voids are ignored sometimes they are taken into account and other times they are the focal point of the research voids in
materials from unavoidable defects to designed cellular materials takes due notice of all these occurrences whether designed or unavoidable defects we define categorize and
characterize the voids or empty spaces in materials and we analyze the effects they have on material properties this second edition is an updated and expanded central reference for
voids in materials and covers all types of voids intrinsic and intentional and stochastic and nonstochastic and the processes and conditions that are needed to create them and is a
valuable resource to students in the areas of mechanical engineering chemical engineering materials science and engineering physics and chemistry as well as scientists researchers and
engineers in industry the effect of voids in materials from low volume fraction defects and free volume in polymer networks to high void volume fraction foams and aerogels how and
why voids are introduced into materials across the length scales biomaterial design used in vivo for soft hard and nerve tissue scaffolds metallic and geopolymeric foams additive
manufacturing technologies used to tailor regularity r in the cell structure stochastic nonstochastic and voronoi foams the latest techniques for characterizing voids new
chapters covering the kirkendall effect to create hollow and porous structures and nanometer scale voids nanotubes zeolites organic frameworks and nanoporous noble metals

The Role of Nanoparticles in Plant Nutrition under Soil Pollution

2022-06-01

nanotechnology has shown great potential in all spheres of life with the increasing pressure to meet the food demands of rapidly increasing population thus novel innovation and
research are required in agriculture the principles of nanotechnology can be implemented to meet the challenges faced by agricultural demands major challenges include the loss of
nutrients in the soil and nutrient deficient plants which result in a lower crop yield and quality subsequently consumption of such crops leads to malnourishment in humans
especially in underprivileged and rural populations one convenient approach to tackle nutrient deficiency in plants is via the use of fertilizers however this method suffers from lower
uptake efficiency in plants another approach to combat nutrient deficiency in humans is via the use of supplements and diet modifications however these approaches are less affordably
viable in economically challenged communities and in rural areas therefore the use of nano fertilizers to combat this problem holds the greatest potential additionally
nanotechnology can be used to meet other challenges in agriculture including enhancing crop yield protection from insect pests and animals and by use of nano pesticides and nano
biosensors to carry out the remediation of polluted soils the future use of nanomaterials in soil ecosystems will be influenced by their capability to interact with soil constituents
and the route of nanoparticles into the environment includes both natural and anthropogenic sources the last decade has provided increasing research on the impact and use of
nanoparticles in plants animals microbes and soils and yet these studies often lacked data involving the impact of nanoparticles on biotic and abiotic stress factors this book
provides significant recent research on the use of nano fertilizers which can have a major impact on components of an ecosystem this work should provide a basis to further study
these potential key areas in order to achieve sustainable and safe application of nanoparticles in agriculture
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